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FEATURE CINEMAS & DINING

“A good film is when the price of the dinner, the theatre
admission and the babysitter were worth it”.
ALFRED HITCHCOCK

In-Cinema

a

DINING

Cinemas and catering. It’s some years since the concept launched and so, a decade
or so on, Screentrade asks how the great culinary experiment in cinemas is working out.
To take the pulse, Rob Rinderman spoke with Odeon Cinemas, Studio Movie Grill and
Movie Tavern, to learn some more about the emerging story.

t this year’s CinemaCon, a Wednesday mid-afternoon panel session
somehow turned into a standing-room-only event. Its title? “NAC
Presents: Dinner, Drinks and a Movie – Dine-In theatres continue
to raise the bar, per-caps and customer experience and service”. So,
one first curiosity might be how we somehow got to the point of intheatre dining as becoming one of the more popular seminars during
Exhibition’s annual global Sin City get-together. One rationale might
be that as more and more people continue to lead increasingly busy,
to say nothing of complicated, lives, perhaps ‘dinner-and-a-movie’ has
evolved into something of a time-management tool while, at the same
time, a way of minimising the ‘babysitting fees’ to which Hitchcock
(in the quote, above), had alluded when referring to couples striving
to get some alone-time together away from their young offspring. Too,
with in-theatre dining continuing to evolve and expand in popularity, as
well as a potentially useful ‘third-profit centre’ for cinemas, it seems only
prudent to investigate more closely how we got here; what several of
today’s leaders in the segment are doing to promote the segment, while
also, of course, to assess where the phenomenon is headed.
>
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“In the early days, in-theatre
dining was relegated to
second-run locations... but
it was Brian Schultz’s fight
for, and eventual winning of,
first-run product rights that
actually kick-started today’s
movie theatre dining concept
as we know it”
LYNNE McQUAKER

Director of Alternate Programming,
Public Relations and Outreach
Studio Movie Grill

THEATRE DINING – THE BEGINNINGS

It is said that Dallas, TX-based, Studio Movie Grill was
arguably among the earlier movie-theatre pioneers to
start the in-theatre dining ball rolling. According to its
Director of Alternate Programming, Public Relations and
Outreach, Lynne McQuaker: “Founder/Chief Executive
Officer, Brian Schulz, had begun dabbling in the concept
since c.1993, some seven years prior to Studio Movie
Grill’s official corporate launch”. Then, in 1998, Schulz
fought to secure movie rights with the studios for intheatre dining establishments, the biggest challenge, he
recalls, was that of getting the studios to embrace the
whole [dining] concept.
Adds McQuaker: “In the old days, in-theatre dining
locations were relegated to second-run film product.
Studio Movie Grill was started with just two sites and
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today we’ve got 25 across 10 states... and thereby ranking
us the U.S. #20, and counting. Brian’s fight for, and
eventual securing of, first-run product rights, we believe,
and many others in the industry would concur with
this, actually kick-started today’s movie theatre dining
segment, which is now one of the fastest-growing within
Exhibition”. Studio Movie Grill is just in the process of
rolling out a new menu at its recent Houston opening
at Pearland and, to date, newer items will include: Maya
and Med salads as healthy options, new gourmet pizzas
and Southern Classic nutella beignets in powdered sugar.
Meanwhile, some of its more popular items are proving
to be coconut chicken tenders, cerviche lettuce wraps,
Southwestern Salad, Megaplex Burgers and Ghirardelli
brownie sundaes.
Within a year following Studio Movie Grill’s opening,
another Dallas-based chain, Movie Tavern, established
itself in the neighbouring Texan city of Fort Worth; and,
according to Danny DiGiacomo, its VP of Marketing:
“Movie Tavern was originally founded by a team that
simply wondered: ‘Wouldn’t it be great to go to see movies

PUSHING THE
BUTTON –
In-theatre dining
has come a long
way since the
early days c.1993,
Studio Movie Grill
being arguably
the movement’s
progenitor
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and have a slice [of pizza] and a beer?’.
The company’s original concept was
counter-service when you arrived and
then your food was delivered to you
while in the auditorium. The early
menu was pretty limited”. Today,
Movie Tavern, part of the Veronis
Suhler Stevenson Southern Theatres
circuit – and ranked U.S. #8, by
screencount – operates 23 locations
and 200 screens across nine states.
Movie Tavern – like Studio Movie
Grill – also proactively targets family
audiences. “We serve breakfast on
the weekend. At 9am on Saturday
and Sunday, we have ‘Breakfast-anda-Flick’, a great way for families to
catch one of the newest movies while
having breakfast together”, added
DiGiacomo.

Movie Tavern was
originally founded by
a team that wondered:
‘Wouldn’t it be great to
go to see movies and
have a slice [of pizza] LONDON’S LUXURIOUS
and a beer and with the LOUNGE LOCATIONS
food delivered to you in To obtain an alternative opinion,
and from a major across-the-pond,
the auditorium?’
DANNY DIGIACOMO

we also spoke with Odeon UK &

Adds Reynolds: “Our first venue – in Whiteleys shopping
centre in West London’s Queensway – was perfect for this
for many reasons, but mainly for the profile of the local
guests as well as the ability to build a full professional
kitchen to serve our boutique screens. Our research showed
that many guests were enjoying a full night out when
visiting our cinemas, with a trip to a decent local bar and
restaurant as part of that experience, and so we wanted to
create an exclusive – again, boutique – environment that
rolled all of those offers into a single unique experience.
“Of course, the food had to rival the best restaurants in
terms of quality, range and price; the same, too, for the
cocktails, drinks and the atmosphere... and, on top of
that, the cinemas, the seats and the service had to be the
very best we had ever developed or offered”. Odeon duly
launched The Lounge concept in 2012 and Whiteleys has
been one of its busiest cinemas ever since. Among it’s more
popular menu items are: Greek Lamb Burger, the Lounge
Burger, the New Yorker Hot Dog, and the smoked salmon
and prawn penne pasta with cherry tomatoes. Europe’s
premier exhibitor also recently announced news of its
second state-of-the-art in-cinema dining location which
will open in North London’s Islington Square in late 2017.
The project, which will feature gourmet meals, professional
chefs and full kitchen facilities, affirms Reynolds, is also off
to a very solid start.

VP, Marketing
Movie Tavern

Ireland’s MD, Duncan Reynolds, who looks after some
125 locations. Odeon is also Europe’s largest cinema
operator and, when asked about its recent foray into
in-theatre dining, Reynolds explained: “There’s always
been a question about what range of food and beverages
our guests would like while watching films, but without
impacting the experience of the film itself. We had
noticed increasing interest from some guests for luxury inauditorium dining and, kicking around a few ideas at the
start of the decade, and having observed some of the offers
being made in other continents, we began developing our
fine-dining concept which we call ‘The Lounge’”.

There’s always been a question about
what range of F&B our guests want while
watching a film, but without actually
impacting the experience of the film itself...
noticing increasing interest for luxury inauditorium dining, we began developing
our fine-dining concept: ‘The Lounge’
DUNCAN REYNOLDS

Managing Director
Odeon Cinemas UK & Ireland

WINNING THEME –
On the back of the
success of its dining
initiative at Whiteleys
shopping centre,
Odeon is opening
a second ‘Lounge’
location in North
London in 2017

THE CULINARY-&-COCKTAIL CURVE

So, with in-theatre dining becoming more and more
widespread today, and with the competition to offer
a deluxe experience also expected to increase, how >
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do some of the industry’s leading operators in F&Bprovision plan to stay ahead of their peers? For Odeon,
admittedly having only been in the catering space for a
few short years, to date, commented that it isn’t averse to
spicing or tweaking its menus along the way, as necessary.
“We’ve also looked at doing different types of in-screen
dining”, proffers MD, Reynolds, “so as not to remain just

if somewhat self-deprecatingly, Don Watson, Movie
Tavern’s COO, half-joked during the discussion that in
getting it wrong, theatres have the perfect opportunity to
screw-up a perfectly good movie!”.
And it was Don’s colleague, Danny DiGiacomo, who
perhaps summarised it best when he said: “Customers are
looking for hot food as being served hot, and cold food,
cold, and with nothing short of having prompt delivery to
the [auditorium]”. A demanding, yet seemingly perfectly
reasonable benchmark as set by today’s ever-clued-up
movie-going consumer.
Of course, it’s one thing to be optimistic in providing
a wide array of appetising food and beverages, but,
somewhere in there, is a whole host of other challenges
that come with taking orders, providing service at the seat
and then cleaning it all up afterwards, as well as in a timely
manner, and within a darkened auditorium – things that
may often not have been properly considered beforehand.

INVISIBLE BEHIND-SCENES SERVICE

Whilst our CinemaCon panelists spoke encouragingly
of innovative ways to serve dining-customers, they also
broached some of the additional, let’s say, accompanying

a luxury high-end offer... for example,
we now serve-up freshly-made Croma
pizzas in five of our cinemas and, last
year, we also launched a new hot-food
offer across 25 outlets, called: ‘Make
It Your Way’ – which serves guests
hot food to eat in-screen as a popular
alternative to going to a local bistro
or café”. In fact, for the exhibitor’s
‘Gallery’ offer – which includes premovie entry into a VIP cocktail bar
– guests also have unlimited access to
nachos and popcorn to take into the
“It’s important to keep it auditorium’s exclusive seating area,
[the offer] all simple and and this is currently available in seven
of Odeon’s theatres.
manageable because
Naturally, food quality is important
[get in-theatre dining and, in keeping with any other sphere
wrong and] we have the of modern consumerism, patrons
opportunity to screw-up seemingly are demanding more and
a perfectly good movie!” more by the day. And, of this, notes
Studio Movie Grill’s McQuaker: “In
DON WATSON
the early days, we would heat-up and
Chief Operating Officer
serve frozen food, but today there is
Movie Tavern
much greater emphasis on the ‘freshto-table’ mindset. We’re serving a more eclectic menu that
is updated frequently, is based upon dining trends, and we
have also further expanded our bar service”.
That being said, and while the race to offer the freshest
and best, most cutting-edge, foods available, it’s also
important, stated our respondents, to keep it all simple
and manageable. And, as emphasised during the above
CinemaCon NAC panel, recently, first and foremost,
guests are typically there to see the movie. Indeed, and
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logistics, that must be thought-through behind-thescenes. One example being the ordering of adequate
pre-prepared food and ingredients in advance of, say, a
Hollywood tentpole, like Star Wars, because the point
was made that there could be few things worse than
disappointing a customer by needing to inform them
that a specific menu item is either sold-out or otherwise
unavailable. Also that each screen must be considered as a
‘separate dining room in its own right’, and film-bookers
and cinema managers, both, have certainly learned the
hard way that it is very important to stagger showtimes
to help coordinate operations for kitchen staff and thus
to alleviate pressure on the serving-team – not dissimilar,
then, to the practice of staggering film start-times for the
benefit of concession stand staff, sales and patron-flow.
One chain mentioned that they employ a delivery-relay
team, with servers positioned at the back of the auditorium
for the duration of the movie. Runners then float between
the kitchen and the various auditoriums to fulfill both
the initial orders and then to provide subsequent patronrefills and other orders. Of ‘Ninja-like’ wait-staff – often
strategically and invisibly attired in black, similar to
backstage crew-members at live concerts or Broadway >

HIGH-WIRE ACT –
Swish on the
surface, in-theatre
catering requires
much behindscenes activity
if to create
‘the perfect
experience’
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Effect of
In-Theatre Dining
on Business...

WHILE FEW OPERATORS were prepared to talk detailed figures with us, Movie
Tavern assures that the in-theatre dining equation is something that most are
gravitating towards and that, compared to its parent company’s traditional
locations, its own ‘cinema eatery’ model out-paces conventional brands by
4%. In fact, according to a source at Movie Tavern, the exhibitor has continued
to experience year-on-year growth – not only in attendance, but in per-plate
purchasing, too; and that, compared to a conventional (non-catering) theatre,
the per capita (or what is since becoming known as the per-plate averages) for
in-theatre dining companies, is some $9 higher. So, for instance, if patrons are
spending $10 at a traditional major cinema, then they’re spending roughly $19 at
a Movie Tavern. Based upon this data, Movie Tavern believes in the power of the
cinema eatery to not only drive attendance from an experience standpoint, but
also in its ability to generate larger revenues.

...and Wall Street’s Bullish View
AS MOVIE THEATRE industry followers well know, exhibitors typically generate
their profits from concession sales, including from serving in-auditorium F&B
to their guests. And since the admission revenue-splits determine that some
50% of the film-hire goes to the studios, it has long-behooved cinema-owners
to maximise alternative revenue-generation strategies. Wall Street clearly
understands how the numbers work and the consensus is that, going forward,
in-theatre dining will continue to be on the fast-track.
“Today, there are approximately 800 premium diningscreens being operated across the domestic U.S., and
we expect that figure to grow significantly over the next
few years”, opined Chad Beynon, Senior Analyst at New
York-based Macquarie Securities, a division of its AsiaPacific parent group.
Savvy corporate executives at some of the top, publiclytraded, exhibitors have also sagely convinced national
and local real estate-developers to cooperate by sharing
in the requisite capital expenditures for in-theatre
dining facility expansions, including the construction of
centralised kitchens.
“Financial returns have been great for the larger
exhibitors,
such as AMC, with commercial landlords
Senior Analyst
kicking-in
25-35%
of the capital for dining build-outs”,
Macquarie Securities
states Beynon, who continues: “[How] times have changed.
Years ago, malls didn’t need the theatres as anchors quite like they do today and
with so much business being transacted
online now, brick-and-mortar big-box
retailers had been suffering”.

CHAD BEYNON
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and West End shows – it was stated, by Movie Tavern’s
DiGiacomo: “It’s all about the execution... we have a great
training programme and the focus is very much upon
unobtrusive, or what we call ‘silent’ service. Our team uses
cutting-edge technology to take orders while beaming it
all in to the kitchen for immediate action”.
In an ideal world, of course, dining-patrons will always
arrive early at the cinema and then immediately place their
orders for servers to bring in their food and beverages
just before the house-lights dim and the feature starts.
Unfortunately, that’s not always the case; and, in fact, as
was alluded to above, the increasingly popular advanced
reserved seating amenity adopted by many cinemas today
remains somewhat in conflict with the in-theatre dining
model, because guests sometimes feel that since they
already have a dedicated, reserved spot, they no longer
need to rush their arrival and this can mean skipping
much of the preshow ads and trailers and leaving little or
almost no time to be served before the movie.
“Frankly”, suggests McQuaker, on this point, “theatres,
in general, used to be a rushed and more stressful
environment. A big key for us was going exclusively from
box office ticket sales to today’s 100% advance reserved
seating”. So [VIP] reserved seating ironically may now
also make it all the more rushed and stressful for the waitstaff due to added time-pressures of a reduced servicewindow brought about by guests choosing to arrive so
close to showtime. Customer education could be key in
addressing this perhaps.
Also, with call-buttons now attached to the seats in
many auditoriums, servers can often be summoned, midshow, for fulfilling additional orders, refills and desserts.
And how does in-theatre dining handle food-preparation
for the often diminutive swivel-table? One cinema
operator we consulted mentioned that, to get around this,
it is now offering wedge salads in plastic cups which not
only makes it easier to serve and eat, but, as a bonus, also
results in fewer spillages for the clean-up crew, too. Winwin, then, and a good lesson to build into the routine
perhaps; but what of any potential oversights?
One patron and participant of in-theatre dining to
whom we’d spoken, raised a seemingly cosmetic, if still
quite legitimate, concern that cinemas would be wise to
heed when it comes to offering in-theatre dining service.
Apparently, both he and his wife recently attended a
dining theatre, but the onsite wait-staff neglected to return
in any sufficiently timely manner to clean-up following
the meal and beverages the couple had consumed. The
result? The disgruntled guests having to get up midmovie to search around for a trash-receptacle to discard
the dirty dishes and empty glasses. He’d also mentioned
that the lingering odour in the auditorium following
others’ meals also became something of an unwelcome
distraction. It is difficult, of course, to have it both ways
but, evidently, some might think twice before attending
diner-venues in the future, while no doubt expressing
their disappointment to other would-be customers of this
particular location’s performance, indeed of the concept
itself. It’s therefore clearly not just about the food, but the
overall pleasantness and efficacy of service.
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ADDED OFFERINGS & AMENITIES

We know that a great many of our guests are looking
for a ‘total night out’ – a film and a meal – and we are
looking to gain a greater share of this particular [market]
by striving to provide it all under one roof ”.

In addition to competition for the all-important
discretionary entertainment dollar, then, in-cinema
dining has the added challenge of offering an alternative
to either a home-cooked meal, fast-food or, for that
matter, a still-fancier dining experience. It’s a point not
lost on Odeon’s Reynolds, who responded by saying: “We

DUNCAN REYNOLDS

Managing Director
Odeon Cinemas UK & Ireland

see our competition as being the local restaurants, bistros
and cafés and we work hard to make sure that our menus
and the quality of ingredients remain at least comparable.

Did You Know?
FOODIE FACTS & STATS

• According to NAC, the National Association of Concessionaires, the most
recent industry stats indicate that the average per capita amount spent on
cinema concessions – including In-theatre Dining – was $3.80. Given the
upswing for the latter, as well as an increase in alcohol sales, we might
expect to see that figure push higher still when new numbers are released
this summer.
• AMC, presently America’s second largest exhibitor by screencount, has
three different in-theatre dining offerings for patrons – Fork & Screen®,
Cinema Suites® and AMC Red Kitchen – plus adult beverage service via its
MacGuffins® Bar & Lounge.
• The Borough of Brooklyn in New York has undergone a dramatic and cultural
resurgence in recent years, and a couple of creative theatrical exhibitors
in the in-theatre dining space have been part of that renaissance: The
Nitehawk Cinema, a triplex in ‘hipster’ Williamsburg, actually single-handedly
overturned a Prohibition-era New York state Liquour Law that previously
prevented alcohol-service in movie theatres. Today, Nitehawk is renowned for
combining first-run and repertory film-programming with in-theatre dining
Also, movie theatre SyndicatedBK, is similarly passionate about the F&Bwith-Cinema combo; however, it puts high-end craft food featuring seasonal
ingredients first (with a higher guest check than, say, a typical in-theatre
dining cinema), pairing the offer with second-run curated content at just $3
per showing or $5 for a double-feature, among them: North By Northwest and
Psycho, recently.

IMAGE: The Sunday Business Post

“We see our competition
as being local restaurants,
bistros and cafés, and work
hard to ensure that our menus
and quality of ingredients are
at least comparable... a great
many of our guests want a
‘total night out’ – a film and
a meal – and we’re looking
to gain a greater share in
this [market] by providing
everything under one roof”

IN-THEATRE DINING’S FUTURE?

In-theatre dining is still in its infancy, according to the
investment community, and is growing due largely to its
positive contributions made to cinemas’ bottom-lines.
But, at the same time, it has already reached a certain
level of maturity and stability since the early days when
Studio Movie Grill and Movie Tavern had helped pioneer
the concept. So, given the above, what do some of those
we spoke with expect to see moving forward, and/or do
they harbour any particular concerns? Concludes Odeon’s
Reynolds: “Our guests are always looking for increased
choices and we are committed to offering it to them
across more locations – and whether that’s the full finedining experience, a fantastic quality pizza, an amazing
hot dog with toppings, fries and a beer, or perhaps other
offers still-in-development”.
At Movie Tavern, there is a view to hosting thirdparty company outings and various corporate events
and organisational incentive programmes as both a
core competency and a significant growth opportunity.
According to DiGiacomo, for example, one can host a
board meeting to review financials on the big screen while
including a lunch or a dinner. The event-organiser can
both utilise and tap into in-auditorium digital audio- >

• Alamo Drafthouse, another exhibitor chain renowned for its in-theatre dining,
is to open a brand new 7-plex, which is slated to open in downtown Brooklyn,
this summer. In addition to its flair for in-theatre dining, Alamo also has a
reputation for staging unique and creative events, as well as offering its
guests movie-themed menus. During its Star Wars run, for example, Alamo
unveiled some unique-sounding food items including: ‘Jabba Critter Fritters’,
‘Yoda Soba Salad’ and something called ‘Wookie Wasaka Berry Crepes’.
• The average occupancy at Odeon’s Whiteleys Lounge is nearly four times
the UK industry average during the week, and five times at weekends;
attendance has grown each year since it opened and continues to see solid
growth bolstered by the exhibitor’s improved hospitality training along with
guests trading up to the Lounge
for the blockbusters.
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visual services from which there can
be a wide array of auditoria from
which to choose. At Studio Movie
Grill, Lynne McQuaker adds: “We
plan to continue keeping ahead
of what people are watching, as
well as with all the culinary and
adult beverage trends. We will also
proactively focus upon community
outreach to keep in touch with what
our guests are looking for from us.
Another important in-theatre
dining component to bear in mind
is the theatre staff, which includes
the kitchen-workers and rostas of
“The future [of in-theatre
dining] is about continuing serving teams. Recent governmental
legislation in many states is calling
to innovate, continually
for minimum wage-increases in the
raising the bar and
coming years which will impact
many more movie theatre-workers
keeping the experience
throughout the U.S., and could
consistently great”
potentially strain the exhibitorBRIAN SCHULZ
owners and operators that pay
Founding-CEO
them. As an example, California
Studio Movie Grill
– the largest U.S. state with over
39m residents – is phasing-in gradual minimum payrises to $15 by 2022. Meanwhile, New York’s Governor,
Cuomo, is calling for $15 in New York City by 2019 and
elsewhere in the state by 2021. McQuaker stressed that
her organisation would strive to pay its staff a living wage
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and that it operates according to a stake-holder model. So,
what of the future?
At the end of the day, our take is that in-theatre dining,
being offered in combination with the feature presentation,
means that exhibitors must strive to put forward the best
overall experience; one that entails providing a compelling
product and service-value proposition to motivate guests
to leave their sofas and oversized TV screens, basement
man-caves, and even their tiny, addictive, hand-held
mobile devices, for entertainment.
Broached DiGiacomo, earlier, on the zeitgist that
is the luxury recliner-in-theatre-dining phenomenon:
“As a customer, once you finish your meal, you can lay
back and enjoy the rest of the movie amid the comfort
of your recliner”. And as was widely showcased in Vegas,
recently, high-end seating – be it for in-theatre dining,
as well as for simply relaxing and reclining without
consuming full-blown meals and drinks with a movie –
continues to follow a key, if not still-emerging, industry
trend. Numerous seating manufacturers and suppliers,
internationally, displayed seemingly myriad recliner
options, which serves only to reinforce the belief that the
VIP and in-theatre dining concept is most likely here to
remain, and develop, in cinemas for a good while yet. It is
Studio Movie Grill’s founding-CEO, Brian Schulz, who
perhaps best summarises with the last word: “The future
is about continuing to innovate, continually raising the
bar and keeping the experience consistently great”. And,
of course, who would argue that this doesn’t equally apply
to in-theatre dining? S

LUXURY
LOUNGE –
In-theatredining looks
set to continue
apace as an
industry trend,
recliner-seating
and cutting-edge
VIP lounge areas
increasingly
adding to
the offer
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